• Firmly Holds Parts While Welding

• Simple To Apply and Remove

• Protect Parts From Overheating

• Will Not Soil Or Corrode

• Will Not Deform Or Swell While
Welding

• May Be Used Over and Over By
Adding Water

Flamehold is a special heat resistant compound that has
many functions related to welding. Flamehold may be used
as a fixture to hold parts together while welding. It is also an
ideal heat shielding compound that protects heat sensitive
areas near the welding zone.
Available in 5# Containers

The ultimate solution for small or emergency repairs. Rapid Steel Epoxy is easy to use
and mistake proof. Bonds instantly with superior strength for rebuilds, repairs and much
more. Ideal for repairing and sealing holes or cracks on any application. Build-up on areas
can be filed, drilled and machined.
To use, cut off a piece of Rapid Steel and
knead it in your fingers until it is a consistent
color. Apply it to the surface being repaired.
Available in a 4oz Steel-reinforced putty stick.

This Gemini Anti-Spatter aerosol offers a fast, convenient way to
prevent sticking of spatter. It is excellent for use in the protection of
MIG gun nozzles, tips, electrode holders or any area that needs to be
spatter free after welding.
Available in a 16oz aerosol can.

All lubricants are not created equal. Our quality LaserBest cutting
fluid is specially designed to increase the lifespan of your LaserBest
Drill Bits and in other applications where a cutting fluid is called for.
The foaming action of this product keeps the lubrication in place
where you want it without running, reducing the need to re-apply.

Available in a 12oz aerosol can.

This easy to use Galv-Coat spray gives a coating of practically pure
zinc fluid. The cold compound stops rust instantly by galvanic or
electrochemical action. It gives a lasting protection against further
rusting and rust creepage.
Available in a 12oz aerosol can.

Cryotherm Degreaser instantly penetrates and removes dirt, oil,
grease, wax, moisture, and much more. It evaporates completely,
leaving no residue. The spray is non-flammable, non-corrosive, and
non-staining.
Available in a 18oz aerosol can.

